
Below you'll find our roundup of the best news and developments across the web,
covering everything from real estate highlights to climate change, city
developments, and urban planning. 

WHAT IF WE CAN’T HALT DEBT
DEFAULT? - What To Expect as US
Nears ‘Unthinkable’ Debt Default

Treasury secretary Janet Yellen has warned
the US federal government may run out of
cash as early as June 1st. Read more.

LOCAL BANKS MAY WIN IF DEBT
SHOWDOWN BEGINS - Regional Banks
May Emerge as a Winner in Debt
Showdown, State Street Says

Amidst the brewing debt showdown, a silver
lining emerges for regional banks,
positioning them as potential winners in the
financial landscape. Read more.

https://www.ft.com/content/ce2acb70-ccd3-4c1e-9f2a-a37319cf9d08?_kx=
https://www.wealthmanagement.com/etfs/regional-banks-may-emerge-winner-debt-showdown-state-street-says?_kx=


LARGE HOMES DISPLEASE IN
HOUSING SQUEEZE - The Housing
Market Is So Unaffordable That
Builders Have No Choice but To Build
Smaller Homes

As the housing market grapples with
affordability challenges, builders are
paving the way for innovative solutions by
embracing the trend of smaller homes.
Read more.

RATE OF HOME PRICE FALL APPALLS
- Existing-Home Sale Prices Fall at The
Sharpest Annual Pace in A Decade

In a surprising twist, the housing market
witnesses a decline in both home sales
and prices, marking a notable shift in the
dynamics of real estate.  Read more.

RISING SEAS MAY PROMOTE
STRUCTURES THAT FLOAT - These
Floating Triangle Buildings Could Be
the Future of Coastal Cities

Embark on a visionary journey into the
future of coastal cities, where floating
triangle buildings could revolutionize
urban landscapes. Read more.

FOR POOR DRIVERS, NYC MAY SLICE
CONGESTION PRICE - New York City
Congestion Pricing Plan Could Give
Poor Drivers a Discount

New York City's congestion pricing takes
a prominent spotlight, offering a solution
to alleviate traffic congestion and
transform the city's transportation
landscape. Read more.

https://fortune.com/2023/05/17/smaller-homes-as-builders-responde-to-unaffordable-housing-market/?_kx=
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2023/05/18/home-sales-prices-fall/?_kx=
https://www.fastcompany.com/90895475/these-floating-triangle-buildings-could-be-the-future-of-coastal-cities?_kx=
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/05/12/nyregion/new-york-city-congestion-pricing.html?_kx=


LANDLORD DEFAULTS MAY NOT HALT
- Two Office Landlords Defaulting May
Be Just the Beginning

Work-from-home trends and high interest
rates create a $92 billion risk for office
mortgages, triggering a transformative
phase in the commercial real estate
landscape. Read more.

CRE PRICES IN TEARS FOR FIRST
TIME IN YEARS - Commercial Real
Estate Prices in the US Fall for First
Time Since 2011

U.S. commercial real estate prices witness
a startling decline for the first time since
2011, reflecting uncertainties in the
economy and shaking up the property
investment landscape. Read more.

A BILLION NEW ACS MAY COOK THE
SEAS - A Billion New Air Conditioners
Will Save Lives but Cook the Planet

Air conditioners in India save lives during
heat waves but worsen global warming,
highlighting the delicate balance between
cooling needs and the impacts on our
planet. Read more.

FOR LARGE LAKES, SEDIMENT’S THE
IMPEDIMENT - The World’s Largest
Lakes Are Shrinking Dramatically, And
Scientists Say They Have Figured Out
Why

Lakes and reservoirs across the globe
face alarming disappearance amidst
changing climate, fueling concerns for
water security and ecosystems. Read
more.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-03-01/work-from-home-high-interest-rates-put-92-billion-in-office-mortgages-at-risk?_kx=
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-05-17/us-commercial-real-estate-prices-fall-for-first-time-since-2011?srnd=premium&_kx=
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2023-05-17/air-conditioners-save-lives-in-india-heat-waves-but-worsen-global-warming?srnd=green&_kx=
https://www.cnn.com/2023/05/18/world/disappearing-lakes-reservoirs-water-climate-intl/index.html?_kx=


PRIVATE CREDIT’S PRIME TIME? - Is It
Private Credit’s Time to Shine?

Private credit emerges as a rising star in
the realm of wealth management,
presenting compelling opportunities for
high net worth individuals. Read more.

WHY BLACKROCK’S TENDING
TOWARDS PRIVATE LENDING - Why
BlackRock Is Betting on Private
Markets

BlackRock's strategic bet on private
markets sends shockwaves through the
investment landscape, unveiling a bold
move with potentially high rewards. Read
more.

https://www.wealthmanagement.com/high-net-worth/it-private-credits-time-shine?_kx=
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2023-05-11/why-blackrock-is-betting-on-private-markets-video?_kx=


AS GREENWICH THRIVES, ARCHITECTS ARRIVE - With Buildings By Barozzi Veiga,
6a Architects, And Selgascano, Among Others, Greenwich Design District Is An
Architectural Playground

Veiga, 6a Architects, SelgasCano, and other renowned firms have come together to
transform this district into a vibrant design hub. With their avant-garde buildings and
innovative concepts, they have created an architectural playground that pushes the
boundaries of creativity and sets the stage for a new era of urban design. Join us as we
explore the captivating fusion of art, architecture, and community in Greenwich's thriving
design district. Read more.

 

The Global Fund

The Global Fund is a worldwide
movement to defeat HIV, TB, and malaria
and ensure a healthier, safer, more
equitable future for all. This year, the
Global Fund is calling on the world to
Fight For What Counts and save 20
million lives.

Learn more. 
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Learn More About the Sortis Funds

To invest and read more about the Sortis Funds, visit our website, or find us on Linkedin.
We are happy to answer any questions you may have at michael.sander@sortis.com.
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